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The Herons take to the high seas to fend off pirates and rescue the heir to an empire in the
newest adventure from John Flanagan, author of the worldwide bestselling Ranger's Apprentice!
Includes BONUS content--a brand-new Ranger's Apprentice short story featuring fan-favorites
Will and Maddie!In Hallasholm, Stig is contesting the annual Maktig competition to decide
Skandia’s greatest warrior. But a late-night knock on the door brings someone Stig never
expected to see again, along with a request the Herons are hard-pressed to refuse: a rescue
mission of epic proportions.Across the ocean, the southern city-state of Byzantos is plagued by
a crew of pirates who’ve kidnapped the son of Empress Justina. Slipping out of Hallasholm
under the cover of darkness, the brotherband sets sail to recover the boy from his kidnappers,
heading south to the island of Santorillos where a near-impenetrable fortress stands atop a cliff,
surrounded by a lagoon—a caldera—formed by the crater of a volcano.In this explosive seventh
book in the action-packed Brotherband Chronicles, the Herons battle pirates amid stormy seas
as the fate of an empire rests on their shoulders.

About the AuthorJohn Flanagan (www.WorldofJohnFlanagan.com) grew up in Sydney, Australia,
hoping to be a writer, and after a successful career in advertising and television, he began
writing a series of short stories for his son, Michael, in order to encourage him to read. Those
stories would eventually become The Ruins of Gorlan, Book 1 of the Ranger’s Apprentice epic.
Together with his companion series, Brotherband Chronicles, the novels of John Flanagan have
sold millions of copies and made readers of kids the world over. Mr. Flanagan lives in the suburb
of Mosman, Australia, with his wife. In addition to their son, they have two grown daughters and
four grandsons. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by
permission. All rights reserved.Chapter OneThe heavy-set man came at Stig with a rush. His
arms were held out ahead of him as if ready for an embrace, his fingers curled and ready to grip.
He was taller than Stig, and perhaps twelve kilograms heavier. His chest and upper body were
thickly muscled. Stig could see a light sheen of oil covering his arms, and he had time to think
that this was not quite in the spirit of the contest. He braced himself, and their two bodies came
together with a solid WHUMP of flesh meeting flesh. If his attacker had hoped to drive the wind
out of Stig with the impact, his aim was thwarted. The young warrior had tensed his muscles
ready for the hit. He stepped back half a pace, but otherwise remained steady. Let him come to
you, Thorn had told him. See what he’s got before you start. What he had was not particularly
skillful or unexpected. He wrapped his arms around Stig’s waist in a clumsy bear hug and,
beginning to lean back, attempted to lift him off the ground, so that he could apply pressure to
the kidneys and lungs as Stig hung helpless in his embrace. But Stig wasn’t ready to be helpless
—and he’d watched the man use this very tactic in a previous bout. As he felt the man’s arms



wrap around him, and was drawn in tight against him, Stig rammed his right hand, palm open,
under the man’s chin, locking his elbow tightly in a right angle and supporting his right arm with
his left hand. The arm formed a rigid, unyielding barrier against the man’s attempts to lift Stig’s
feet off the sand of the arena. In effect, as long as Stig could keep his right arm locked, the man
was trying to lift himself off the ground along with his opponent. The larger man grunted with the
effort, trying to twist his chin away from Stig’s iron grip. But Stig maintained the pressure and his
opponent was caught in a stalemate. The more he heaved and strained, the more he exhausted
himself. Yet he lacked the imagi-nation or speed of thought to change the tactic. It had always
worked for him before. It should work for him now. Except, in previous bouts, his opponents
hadn’t been ready for the hold. And if they were, they had no effective counter to it. The man tried
to gather his strength for one last, superhuman effort to lift his rock-steady opponent off the
ground. As he did so, he inadvertently released the pressure of his bear hug, expecting to
resume it with even greater force. But Stig felt the momentary eas-ing of pressure. In fact, he’d
been expecting it. As the grip around his waist weakened, he released his hold on the other
man’s chin and spun in his grip so that his back was to him. He rammed his backside into the
man’s lower body to gain a little room, felt the hug release even further, then hurled himself
backward, taking his opponent with him as they crashed to the sand, Stig on top, the force of the
fall driving the breath from the bigger man’s lungs with an explosive gasp. The man’s grip
released as he struggled for air, and Stig swiftly rolled clear and leapt to his feet, crouching,
hands held out ahead of him, arms bent in a classic wrestler’s pose. For a second, he
considered hurling himself onto the other man to pin him. But he could see it wasn’t quite time
for that yet. There was one fall in these bouts and he knew he had to pick his time exactly for the
ploy to be successful. If he went too early, he risked the heavier man throwing him off and
pinning Stig in his turn. He had to be properly incapacitated before Stig could risk coming to
close quarters on the ground. Slowly, the other man came to his feet, eyeing Stig warily. So far,
this bout hadn’t gone anywhere like the way he had planned it. The younger, slimmer man was
virtually unscathed. He had coun-tered his most effective move easily, then sent him crashing to
the sand in a rib-bruising fall. For a few seconds, they faced each other. Then, as if by some
prearranged signal, they hurled themselves at each other. Stig took a firm grip of the man’s shirt
around the shoulders and shoved mightily against him. Instinctively, his opponent returned the
shove, and in that in-stant, Stig gave way before him, stepping back with his left foot and
dragging the other man after him. In the same movement, he brought his right foot up into the
man’s stomach and rolled back-ward. His opponent followed him, still propelled by the
momentum of his return shove against Stig. Stig, his back curved, fell smoothly to the sand, his
hands gripping the other man’s shirt and his right foot buried in his stomach, knee bent. As he
rolled backward, Stig straightened his right knee in a violent movement, bringing his left leg up to
assist the right in thrusting his opponent high into the air above him. At the same time, he
maintained his grip on the shirt, so that as Stig’s legs pro-pelled his opponent through an arc
overhead, his hands kept his upper body from following. At the last moment, Stig released his



grip, and the other man flipped in the air, soared several meters and crashed heavily onto his
back. Again, there was that explosive whump of expelled air, as the recently regained breath
was driven out once more. Stig rolled onto his hands and knees and sprang to his feet like a cat.
This time, he realized that the other man was totally winded, after suffering two heavy impacts in
quick succession. His oppo-nent gagged and gasped as he struggled to fill his lungs with air, but
before he could manage an inward breath, Stig pounced on him, lying across his upper body
and pinning him to the ground. The bout’s referee, who had been watching with keen interest, fell
to his hands and knees to check the man’s shoulders, saw they were flat to the sand and
slammed his hand down rapidly twice. “One! Two! Pinned!” he yelled. Stig drew back, coming to
his knees, then his feet, and leaned down to offer his opponent a hand. “Bad luck, Oren,” he said
as the other man came to his feet, still breathing heavily. Oren shook his head ruefully. “Bad luck
nothing,” he said. “You were too quick for me. Too quick and too smart.” Stig shrugged. “Not sure
about smart.” Oren wiped the sand from his face with the back of his hand. “Well, you beat me
fair and square,” he said, not sounding overly pleased with the fact. “That puts you in the lead,
doesn’t it?” They were competing in the Maktig competition, the annual contest to crown the
Maktig, or the Mighty One, in a series of physical contests. There were two events to go—a foot
race over five kilometers, which Stig was favored to win, and a mock combat, where he was
ranked second or first, depending on which wa-ger-master you were laying a bet with. The fact
was, Stig hadn’t been expected to win the final leg of the wrestling event. Oren was bigger,
heavier and stronger than he was. The unexpected win put Stig in an almost unassailable
position. If he won the foot race, as everyone expected, the result of the mock combat would be
imma-terial. He was almost certain to come in second or third in that event and that would be
enough for him to maintain his lead. “I think it does,” Stig agreed. Oren nodded several times.
“Well, good luck. At least then I can say I was beaten by the winner. That’s something.” He raised
a hand in farewell and turned away, limping slightly as the bruised and strained muscles in his
back made themselves felt. Stig felt a hand on his shoulder and turned to see the smiling face of
his best friend and brotherband leader, Hal. “Well done,” Hal told him. Stig grinned. He knew how
important it had been that he should win the wrestling, against all expectations. “Oh, it was
nothing,” he said lightly, then, seeing Thorn’s bearded face over Hal’s shoulder, he let the grin
fade. “Thanks for the tip about the rigid right elbow, Thorn,” he said. “That caught him by
surprise.” Thorn shrugged. “It shouldn’t have. He’s been using that bear hug throughout the
tournament. He should have guessed someone would come up with a counter to it.” “Well,
nobody else did. So thanks again.” Thorn nodded in acknowledgment. “That throw was neatly
executed,” he said. “Been practicing that, have you?” Hal answered before his friend could,
rubbing the center of his back with his right hand. “He certainly has,” he said in heartfelt tones.
“He’s been hurling me all over the field behind Mam’s place. I haven’t got a square centimeter
that isn’t bruised.” Thorn made a little moue of surprise. “Is that so?” he said. “I never saw
you.” Stig picked up his jacket and draped it around his shoulders. Now that the contest was over
and the shadows were lengthening, there was a chill in the air. “We practiced at night,” he said.



“Thought it might not be a good idea to let people see it in advance.” Thorn rubbed the side of his
nose and regarded the young warrior with new respect. “That’s smart. It seems you’re learning
that the Maktig isn’t just the strongest and fastest. There are brains involved as well.” Stig looked
bashful at the words. “Well, it was Hal’s idea. Not mine.”Thorn grinned. “That figures,” he said.
Then he clapped Stig on the shoulder. “Being Maktig also means having smart friends.” The
three of them laughed as they began to walk toward the fence enclosing the wrestling
ground. “Well,” said Hal, “I’d better get down to the beach to tell the crew the good news.” “They
didn’t want to watch?” Stig said, smiling. “They thought I’d lose, didn’t they?” Now that he’d won,
he could afford to smile. Hal hesitated awkwardly. “It’s not that. They had work to do. Heron
needs repainting where that fishing boat hit us last week, so I thought they might as well repaint
the entire hull.” “And aside from that, they didn’t think I’d win, did they?” Stig persisted. Hal
allowed himself a small grin. “No. They didn’t. But they’ll be glad to hear they were wrong.” “Will
you come by my house later?” Stig asked. “We should celebrate.” Hal gave a disappointed shrug.
“We’ll celebrate tomorrow. I have to appear before the Navigators Guild this evening. They want
to discuss our last voyage.” Stig’s cheerful look faded. “Should I come along? After all, I’m your
first mate.” But Hal was already shaking his head. “Best if you keep clear of it,” he said. “If things
turn nasty, I don’t want you involved.” “Nasty? Why should things turn nasty?” Stig asked. Hal
made an indefinite gesture with his hands. “There are some old-fashioned thinkers in the guild.
They think I should have kept better notes on the voyage. Or any notes at all, come to that,” he
added. He grinned as he said it, but Stig noticed that the grin didn’t reach his eyes. “Don’t
concern yourself about it, Stig,” Thorn interjected. “I’m going with him, and if necessary I’ll
straighten out some of those fuddy-duddies.” He brandished the heavy, polished wooden hook
on the end of his right arm. “I’ll crack a few skulls if I have to.” Hal put a hand on Thorn’s forearm,
restraining the threatening hook. “I’m sure it won’t be necessary.” Thorn grunted. “More’s the pity,”
he replied. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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ExplainedPART ONE: A FACE FROM THE PASTchapter onechapter twochapter threechapter
fourchapter fivechapter sixchapter sevenchapter eightchapter ninechapter tenPART TWO: THE
DANchapter elevenchapter twelvechapter thirteenchapter fourteenchapter fifteenchapter
sixteenchapter seventeenchapter eighteenchapter nineteenchapter twentychapter twenty-
onechapter twenty-twochapter twenty-threePART THREE: THE CALDERAchapter twenty-
fourchapter twenty-fivechapter twenty-sixchapter twenty-sevenchapter twenty-eightchapter
twenty-ninechapter thirtychapter thirty-onechapter thirty-twochapter thirty-threechapter thirty-
fourchapter thirty-fivechapter thirty-sixchapter thirty-sevenchapter thirty-eightchapter thirty-
ninechapter fortychapter forty-onechapter forty-twoEpilogueRanger’s Apprentice: The Beast
from Another TimeA Few Sailing Terms ExplainedBecause this book involves sailing ships, I
thought it might be useful to explain a few of the nautical terms found in the story.Be reassured
that I haven’t gone overboard (to keep up the nautical allusion) with technical details in the book,
and even if you’re not familiar with sailing, I’m sure you’ll understand what’s going on. But a
certain amount of sailing terminology is necessary for the story to feel realistic.So, here we go, in
no particular order:Bow: The front of the ship, also called the prow.Stern: The rear of the
ship.Port and starboard: The left and the right side of the ship, as you’re facing the bow. In fact,
I’m probably incorrect in using the term port. The early term for port was larboard, but I thought
we’d all get confused if I used that.Starboard is a corruption of “steering board” (or steering side).



The steering oar was always placed on the right-hand side of the ship at the stern.Consequently,
when a ship came into port, it would moor with the left side against the jetty, to avoid damage to
the steering oar. One theory says the word derived from the ship’s being in port—left side to the
jetty. I suspect, however, that it might have come from the fact that the entry port, by which crew
and passengers boarded, was also always on the left side.How do you remember which side is
which? Easy. Port and left both have four letters.Forward: Toward the bow.Aft: Toward the
stern.Fore-and-aft rig: A sail plan in which the sail is in line with the hull of the ship.Hull: The body
of the ship.Keel: The spine of the ship.Stem: The upright timber piece at the bow, joining the two
sides together.Forefoot: The lowest point of the bow, where the keel and the stem of the ship
meet.Steering oar: The blade used to control the ship’s direction, mounted on the starboard side
of the ship, at the stern.Tiller: The handle for the steering oar.Sea anchor: A method of slowing a
ship’s downwind drift, often by use of a canvas drogue—a long, conical tube of canvas closed at
one end and held open at the other—or two spars lashed together in a cross. The sea anchor is
streamed from the bow and the resultant drag slows the ship’s movement through the
water.Yardarm, or yard: A spar (wooden pole) that is hoisted up the mast, carrying the
sail.Masthead: The top of the mast.Bulwark: The part of the ship’s side above the
deck.Scuppers: Drain holes in the bulwarks set at deck level to allow water that comes on board
to drain away.Belaying pins: Wooden pins used to fasten rope.Oarlock, or rowlock: Pegs set on
either side of an oar to keep it in place while rowing.Thwart: A seat.Telltale: A pennant that
indicates the wind’s direction.Tacking: To tack is to change direction from one side to the other,
passing through the eye of the wind.If the wind is from the north and you want to sail northeast,
you would perform one tack so that you are heading northeast, and you would continue to sail
on that tack for as long as you need.However, if the wind is from the north and you want to sail
due north, you would have to do so in a series of short tacks, going back and forth on a zigzag
course, crossing through the wind each time, and slowly making ground to the north. This is a
process known as beating into the wind.Wearing: When a ship tacks, it turns into the wind to
change direction. When it wears, it turns away from the wind, traveling in a much larger arc, with
the wind in the sail, driving the ship around throughout the maneuver. Wearing was a safer way
of changing direction for wolfships than beating into the wind.Reach, or reaching: When the wind
is from the side of the ship, the ship is sailing on a reach, or reaching.Running: When the wind is
from the stern, the ship is running. (So would you if the wind was strong enough at your
back.)Reef: To gather in part of the sail and bundle it against the yardarm to reduce the sail area.
This is done in high winds to protect the sail and the mast.Trim: To adjust the sail to the most
efficient angle.Halyard: A rope used to haul the yard up the mast. (Haul-yard, get it?)Stay: A
heavy rope that supports the mast. The backstay and the forestay are heavy ropes running from
the top of the mast to the stern and the bow (it’s pretty obvious which is which).Sheets and
shrouds: Many people think these are sails, which is a logical assumption. But in fact, they’re
ropes. Shrouds are thick ropes that run from the top of the mast to the side of the ship,
supporting the mast. Sheets are the ropes used to control, or trim, the sail—to haul it in and out



according to the wind strength and direction. In an emergency, the order might be given to “let fly
the sheets!” The sheets would be released, letting the sail loose and bringing the ship to a halt.
(If you were to let fly the sheets, you’d probably fall out of bed.)Hawser: Heavy rope used to
moor a ship.Way: The motion of the ship. If a ship is under way, it is moving according to its
course. If it is making leeway, the ship is moving downwind so it loses ground or goes off
course.Lee: The downwind side of a ship, opposite to the direction of the wind.Lee shore: A
shoreline downwind of the ship, with the wind blowing the ship toward the shore—a dangerous
situation for a sailing ship.Back water: To row a reverse stroke.So, now that you know all you
need to know about sailing terms, welcome aboard the world of the Brotherband Chronicles!
John FlanaganPART ONEA FACE FROM THE PASTchapteroneThe heavy-set man came at Stig
with a rush.His arms were held out ahead of him as if ready for an embrace, his fingers curled
and ready to grip. He was taller than Stig, and perhaps twelve kilograms heavier. His chest and
upper body were thickly muscled. Stig could see a light sheen of oil covering his arms, and he
had time to think that this was not quite in the spirit of the contest.He braced himself, and their
two bodies came together with a solid WHUMP of flesh meeting flesh. If his attacker had hoped
to drive the wind out of Stig with the impact, his aim was thwarted. The young warrior had tensed
his muscles ready for the hit. He stepped back half a pace, but otherwise remained steady.Let
him come to you, Thorn had told him. See what he’s got before you start.What he had was not
particularly skillful or unexpected. He wrapped his arms around Stig’s waist in a clumsy bear hug
and, beginning to lean back, attempted to lift him off the ground so that he could apply pressure
to the kidneys and lungs as Stig hung helpless in his embrace.But Stig wasn’t ready to be
helpless—and he’d watched the man use this very tactic in a previous bout. As he felt the man’s
arms wrap around him, and was drawn in tight against him, Stig rammed his right hand, palm
open, under the man’s chin, locking his elbow tightly in a right angle and supporting his right arm
with his left hand. The arm formed a rigid, unyielding barrier against the man’s attempts to lift
Stig’s feet off the sand of the arena. In effect, as long as Stig could keep his right arm locked, the
man was trying to lift himself off the ground along with his opponent.The larger man grunted with
the effort, trying to twist his chin away from Stig’s iron grip. But Stig maintained the pressure and
his opponent was caught in a stalemate. The more he heaved and strained, the more he
exhausted himself. Yet he lacked the imagination or speed of thought to change the tactic. It had
always worked for him before. It should work for him now.Except, in previous bouts, his
opponents hadn’t been ready for the hold. And if they were, they had no effective counter to
it.The man tried to gather his strength for one last, superhuman effort to lift his rock-steady
opponent off the ground. As he did so, he inadvertently released the pressure of his bear hug,
expecting to resume it with even greater force. But Stig felt the momentary easing of pressure. In
fact, he’d been expecting it. As the grip around his waist weakened, he released his hold on the
other man’s chin and spun in his grip so that his back was to him. He rammed his backside into
the man’s lower body to gain a little room, felt the hug release even further, then hurled himself
backward, taking his opponent with him as they crashed to the sand, Stig on top, the force of the



fall driving the breath from the bigger man’s lungs with an explosive gasp.The man’s grip
released as he struggled for air, and Stig swiftly rolled clear and leapt to his feet, crouching,
hands held out ahead of him, arms bent in a classic wrestler’s pose.For a second, he considered
hurling himself onto the other man to pin him. But he could see it wasn’t quite time for that yet.
There was one fall in these bouts and he knew he had to pick his time exactly for the ploy to be
successful. If he went too early, he risked the heavier man throwing him off and pinning Stig in
his turn. He had to be properly incapacitated before Stig could risk coming to close quarters on
the ground.Slowly, the other man came to his feet, eyeing Stig warily. So far, this bout hadn’t
gone anywhere like the way he had planned it. The younger, slimmer man was virtually
unscathed. He had countered his most effective move easily, then sent him crashing to the sand
in a rib-bruising fall.For a few seconds, they faced each other. Then, as if by some prearranged
signal, they hurled themselves at each other. Stig took a firm grip of the man’s shirt around the
shoulders and shoved mightily against him.Instinctively, his opponent returned the shove, and in
that instant, Stig gave way before him, stepping back with his left foot and dragging the other
man after him. In the same movement, he brought his right foot up into the man’s stomach and
rolled backward. His opponent followed him, still propelled by the momentum of his return shove
against Stig. Stig, his back curved, fell smoothly to the sand, his hands gripping the other man’s
shirt and his right foot buried in his stomach, knee bent.As he rolled backward, Stig straightened
his right knee in a violent movement, bringing his left leg up to assist the right in thrusting his
opponent high into the air above him. At the same time, he maintained his grip on the shirt, so
that as Stig’s legs propelled his opponent through an arc overhead, his hands kept his upper
body from following. At the last moment, Stig released his grip, and the other man flipped in the
air, soared several meters and crashed heavily onto his back. Again, there was that explosive
whump of expelled air, as the recently regained breath was driven out once more.Stig rolled onto
his hands and knees and sprang to his feet like a cat. This time, he realized that the other man
was totally winded, after suffering two heavy impacts in quick succession. His opponent gagged
and gasped as he struggled to fill his lungs with air, but before he could manage an inward
breath, Stig pounced on him, lying across his upper body and pinning him to the ground.The
bout’s referee, who had been watching with keen interest, fell to his hands and knees to check
the man’s shoulders, saw they were flat to the sand and slammed his hand down rapidly
twice.“One! Two! Pinned!” he yelled.Stig drew back, coming to his knees, then his feet, and
leaned down to offer his opponent a hand.“Bad luck, Oren,” he said as the other man came to
his feet, still breathing heavily.Oren shook his head ruefully. “Bad luck nothing,” he said. “You
were too quick for me. Too quick and too smart.”Stig shrugged. “Not sure about smart.”Oren
wiped the sand from his face with the back of his hand. “Well, you beat me fair and square,” he
said, not sounding overly pleased with the fact. “That puts you in the lead, doesn’t it?”They were
competing in the Maktig competition, the annual contest to crown the Maktig, or the Mighty One,
in a series of physical contests. There were two events to go—a foot race over five kilometers,
which Stig was favored to win, and a mock combat, where he was ranked second or first,



depending on which wager-master you were laying a bet with. The fact was, Stig hadn’t been
expected to win the final leg of the wrestling event. Oren was bigger, heavier and stronger than
he was. The unexpected win put Stig in an almost unassailable position. If he won the foot race,
as everyone expected, the result of the mock combat would be immaterial. He was almost
certain to come in second or third in that event and that would be enough for him to maintain his
lead.“I think it does,” Stig agreed.Oren nodded several times. “Well, good luck. At least then I can
say I was beaten by the winner. That’s something.”He raised a hand in farewell and turned away,
limping slightly as the bruised and strained muscles in his back made themselves felt.Stig felt a
hand on his shoulder and turned to see the smiling face of his best friend and brotherband
leader, Hal.“Well done,” Hal told him.Stig grinned. He knew how important it had been that he
should win the wrestling, against all expectations.“Oh, it was nothing,” he said lightly, then,
seeing Thorn’s bearded face over Hal’s shoulder, he let the grin fade.“Thanks for the tip about
the rigid right elbow, Thorn,” he said. “That caught him by surprise.”Thorn shrugged. “It shouldn’t
have. He’s been using that bear hug throughout the tournament. He should have guessed
someone would come up with a counter to it.”“Well, nobody else did. So thanks again.”Thorn
nodded in acknowledgment. “That throw was neatly executed,” he said. “Been practicing that,
have you?”Hal answered before his friend could, rubbing the center of his back with his right
hand. “He certainly has,” he said in heartfelt tones. “He’s been hurling me all over the field behind
Mam’s place. I haven’t got a square centimeter that isn’t bruised.”Thorn made a little moue of
surprise. “Is that so?” he said. “I never saw you.”Stig picked up his jacket and draped it around
his shoulders. Now that the contest was over and the shadows were lengthening, there was a
chill in the air.“We practiced at night,” he said. “Thought it might not be a good idea to let people
see it in advance.”Thorn rubbed the side of his nose and regarded the young warrior with new
respect.“That’s smart. It seems you’re learning that the Maktig isn’t just the strongest and fastest.
There are brains involved as well.”Stig looked bashful at the words. “Well, it was Hal’s idea. Not
mine.”Thorn grinned. “That figures,” he said. Then he clapped Stig on the shoulder. “Being
Maktig also means having smart friends.” The three of them laughed as they began to walk
toward the fence enclosing the wrestling ground.“Well,” said Hal, “I’d better get down to the
beach to tell the crew the good news.”“They didn’t want to watch?” Stig said, smiling. “They
thought I’d lose, didn’t they?” Now that he’d won, he could afford to smile.Hal hesitated
awkwardly. “It’s not that. They had work to do. Heron needs repainting where that fishing boat hit
us last week, so I thought they might as well repaint the entire hull.”“And aside from that, they
didn’t think I’d win, did they?” Stig persisted.Hal allowed himself a small grin. “No. They didn’t.
But they’ll be glad to hear they were wrong.”“Will you come by my house later?” Stig asked. “We
should celebrate.”Hal gave a disappointed shrug. “We’ll celebrate tomorrow. I have to appear
before the Navigators Guild this evening. They want to discuss our last voyage.”Stig’s cheerful
look faded. “Should I come along? After all, I’m your first mate.” But Hal was already shaking his
head.“Best if you keep clear of it,” he said. “If things turn nasty, I don’t want you involved.”“Nasty?
Why should things turn nasty?” Stig asked.Hal made an indefinite gesture with his hands. “There



are some old-fashioned thinkers in the guild. They think I should have kept better notes on the
voyage. Or any notes at all, come to that,” he added. He grinned as he said it, but Stig noticed
that the grin didn’t reach his eyes.“Don’t concern yourself about it, Stig,” Thorn interjected. “I’m
going with him, and if necessary I’ll straighten out some of those fuddy-duddies.” He brandished
the heavy, polished wooden hook on the end of his right arm. “I’ll crack a few skulls if I have
to.”Hal put a hand on Thorn’s forearm, restraining the threatening hook. “I’m sure it won’t be
necessary.”Thorn grunted. “More’s the pity,” he replied.chaptertwoHeron was beached on the
sand beside the main harbor. The crew had run her up the beach on rollers at high tide, then left
her clear of the water as the tide receded. She was propped on either side with timbers to keep
her on a level keel.The previous week, she had been moored alongside the mole in her usual
privileged position, astern of Oberjarl Erak’s Wolfwind, when a fishing trawler in the harbor had
dragged her anchor and drifted. The prow of the trawler smashed into Heron’s starboard side at
an angle, pushing in and splintering two of the top planks along a section about three meters
long.Arndt, the trawlerman, was appalled at the damage his craft had caused to the smart little
ship and had apologized profusely. Hal, after his initial anger, dismissed the matter and
accepted the apologies. These things happened, he knew, when the weather was bad. Anchors
could not be expected to be one hundred percent effective. They could drag, ships could come
adrift and collide with others.The damage was superficial, and the shattered planks were well
above the waterline.Arndt offered to pay for repairs to the smaller ship. “Take her into Anders’s
shipyard,” he had said. “I’ll pay all the bills.”But Hal had shaken his head. “I’ll repair her myself,” he
said. “You can pay for the materials.”He was an accomplished shipwright. In fact, he had virtually
built the Heron by himself, converting her from a half-sized wolfship that had been in the process
of being built for a retired raider who had unexpectedly died of a heart attack. Much as Hal
respected Anders’s workmanship, he wouldn’t trust his precious ship to anyone else.
Accordingly, he had cut out the damaged section of the hull and assembled two new planks in
place of the smashed ones. The joinery where new met old was so fine that an observer had to
peer closely to see where the timbers met. The only giveaway was the fresh, unpainted timber
among the seasoned, painted planks that formed the hull. Once the repair was smoothed and
painted and calked, it would be virtually invisible. He also used the opportunity to repaint the
entire hull, a project that had been on his mind for some weeks. Heron had done a lot of hard
traveling in the past year, and the wind and salt and sun had peeled away sections of the blue
paint that covered her hull. He decided to replace the light blue color with a dark sea green.“It’ll
be more suitable if we’re going somewhere we don’t want to be too obvious,” he told Stig, and his
first mate nodded agreement. There had been several occasions like that in the years they
voyaged together.With Stig occupied in preparations for the Maktig contest, and Hal having
agreed to help him train and prepare, the young skirl had summoned the rest of the crew and
delegated the job of painting to them. Ingvar, Edvin, Jesper and Stefan all turned to and began
repainting the ship, beaching her so they could scrape the barnacles and marine growth from
her hull below the waterline.Lydia lent a hand as well, taking on the task of retouching the finer-



detailed parts of the ship—the oarlocks and tiller and the decorative scrollwork on the bow and
sternpost. These she painted with gold leaf, an extravagance that Hal secretly derided. But he
knew she meant to help, so he said nothing about the expense.“After all,” she had told him,
“Arndt is paying, so we might as well let him spend his money on us.”Hal had to admit that when
she had finished, the result was very pleasing to the eye. And he discovered that she had paid
for the gold leaf herself. It was a gesture she wanted to make—to him and the rest of the
brotherband—and the green color was a wise choice, he thought. It looked good, and seeing it
now, he realized how dowdy Heron had become. But as well as looking good, the color had a
more important function. He narrowed his eyes as he looked at his ship, trying to see her as she
would appear on a dark, moonless night. She would be all but invisible, he thought, with the
color merging into the gray-green of the sea itself.Some might have thought that an all-black
color scheme would be more effective. But Hal, aside from the fact that he refused to sail a black
ship, knew that an all-black hull would appear as a solid mass and be more visible against the
lighter tones of the sea.Jesper glanced up from his work as Hal and Thorn approached. Wiping
the excess paint from his brush, he rose from his stooped position under the hull and called a
greeting.“Hal! Thorn! How did Stig get on?”As he called out, the others stopped their painting as
well and turned to watch the new arrivals coming down the sand toward them. In answer to the
question, Hal joined his hands together and flourished them above his shoulder in a winner’s
gesture. The crew were silent for a few seconds, then began to cheer.“He won?” Edvin said, an
incredulous note in his voice. “He beat that overgrown lump Oren?”“Beat him solidly,” Hal said
with a broad smile as they came within comfortable speaking distance.“How did he manage it?”
Ingvar asked, and the crew gathered round their skirl and their battle master to get the full details
of the bout. When Hal mentioned Stig’s counter to the bear hug, with his right arm held rigidly
under Oren’s chin, Stefan gave a snort of admiration.“Who taught him that trick?” he asked. They
had all seen Oren over the past few weeks of competition, and his bear hug had been shown to
be an almost unbeatable tactic.“Who do you think?” Hal replied, grinning, as he gestured with
his thumb at the shaggy-haired old sea wolf beside him. There was a chorus of praise for Thorn
from the others. None of them, in retrospect, was surprised. Thorn had been Maktig three years
in a row when he was younger—a feat unequaled by anyone before or since.“What about Ulf
and Wulf?” Jesper asked, with a grin. At the mention of the twins, smiles broke out across the
faces of the crew.“I haven’t heard yet,” Hal replied. “I imagine today’s result will be the same as
they’ve been so far.”Contestants for the title of Maktig were nominated by their skirls or
brotherband leaders. The nominations were based on their proven ability in combat. Each
nomination was assessed by a panel of judges, and if the nominee was found to have sufficient
potential to win the title, he was approved as a contestant.But there was another path to the title
of Maktig. Anyone could nominate as a qualifier, and compete in a separate set of events with
others of the same ilk. The qualifiers took part in the same events as those in the main
competition: long-distance running, short-distance sprinting, mock combat with sword or ax,
spear throwing, wrestling, and ax throwing. At the end of the qualifying competition, the winner—



if the judges considered he had shown exceptional ability—was allowed to challenge the winner
of the main event in those same disciplines. It wasn’t often that a qualifier was permitted to
challenge. And it was even rarer that he managed to win the overall contest, but it had
happened.Ulf and Wulf had nominated themselves in this part of the contest—or at least, Ulf
had nominated himself first, whereupon Wulf had immediately followed suit.“If he’s going to try
out, then I will,” Wulf had said. “After all, everyone knows we’re equal in all things—except that
I’m a bit more equal than he is.”And therein lay a problem for the judges and organizers. The
twins were equally matched in all physical aspects. Which meant that when they competed
against each other, the result was always a dead heat.Even in contests such as mock combat,
the twins usually fought each other to an exhausted standstill. They had that uncanny knack,
often shared by identical twins, of knowing what the other was thinking and planning. So when
they fought against each other, each one always knew what his sibling was about to do, and was
ready with an effective counter. When they competed against the other qualifiers, they were far
more skillful and had eliminated all of the others in rapid succession. But to the chagrin of the
judges who assessed their contests, neither could manage an ascendancy over his twin.They
had already fought two mock combats with blunted swords and wooden shields, and each had
come to an inconclusive and exhausted end, after hours of swinging, hacking, blocking and
ducking. They were currently engaged in a third, and hopefully decisive, combat. If no winner
emerged, the contest would be rescheduled in two days’ time, and the crew all planned to watch.
They were fascinated by the strange bond between the twins. Ulf and Wulf would spend all day
arguing and disputing with each other. They would argue that black was white and day was
night. But if anyone else sought to argue with either of them, he would find himself confronting
both.Now the other Herons wanted to see if there would be a conclusive end to their combat.
Most of them doubted it—although Jesper, as was his wont, had begun accepting wagers.• • •
• •“Time!” called the senior judge, and the two brothers stepped back a pace. Their chests
heaved with the effort of swinging and blocking, advancing and retreating, thrusting and feinting.
The long wooden swords seemed to weigh twice as much as when they had commenced, forty
minutes previously. The shields hung on their arms like blocks of stone.They glared at each
other as the three judges conferred.“I make it eight points for Wulf,” said one judge.Per, the
senior judge, interrupted. “Which one is he?” The twins were, after all, identical.Woten, the judge
who had spoken, gestured to the red scarf tied around Wulf’s waist. “Red,” he said briefly.Per
frowned. “Are you sure?”His colleague shrugged. “Doesn’t really matter what his name is, so
long as Luda”—he jerked a thumb at his fellow judge—“has been scoring for the blue fighter.” As
Luda nodded to confirm that they hadn’t been scoring for the same fighter, he continued. “Two
arm strikes. Three body thrusts. Three leg strikes.”Wulf grinned triumphantly at his brother.Per
looked at the second judge, who was frowning unhappily.“Um . . . I make it the same for Ulf—the
blue fighter,” Luda said.Wulf’s grin faded and he scowled at his brother instead. Ulf shrugged
disarmingly. He had seen how his brother had assumed that he had won, so another draw was
almost as good as a victory for Ulf.The senior judge uttered a low groan. This was the way things



had been going for two weeks, and they were no closer to finding a winner.“We can schedule
another bout,” said the second judge. “Maybe we’ll get a winner then.”But the senior judge
scowled at him, then at the two contestants. “Why should it turn out any different? They’ve fought
three times already with no result.”Woten, the first judge, nodded wearily. “We might as well let
them settle it with berg-blad-trasa,” he said.For a few moments, nobody spoke, then Per replied
thoughtfully, “Why not?”Woten hastily made a negative gesture. “I was joking!” he protested.But
the second judge held up a hand to silence him. “It’s actually not such a bad idea,” he said. “Let’s
face it, either one is as good as the other. If we keep them competing, we may never get a result.
We’ll let them play a round of berg-blad-trasa. At least that way, we’ll get a challenger. And since
they’re equally matched, it won’t really matter which one it is.”The three judges all looked at one
another. Per looked worried.“Can we really settle a Maktig event with a children’s game?” he
asked doubtfully.“Why not?” Luda muttered. “At least it will save us more hours of watching these
two draw every contest.”“Besides, berg-blad-trasa is a traditional contest among Skandians,”
said Woten. “It has been part of our culture for hundreds of years.”Even he didn’t sound as if he
completely believed it himself. But slowly, all three men nodded. Then the senior judge
beckoned Ulf and Wulf to come closer. The twins set down their practice swords and shields and
moved to stand before the three judges.“Are you familiar with berg-blad-trasa?” Per asked.The
twins exchanged a look, then Ulf answered.“You mean rock-blade-cloth?” he said, and the judge
nodded. That was the common-tongue name for the old game. Ulf smiled comfortably. “I know it.
I’ve never been beaten at it.”The senior judge smiled contentedly. It seemed that they had found
a way to decide the winner. At the same time, he thought it would be better if they didn’t make it
too public.“Neither have I,” Wulf said hurriedly, which should have warned the judges. But they
were so intent on breaking this stalemate that they didn’t consider the ramifications of the two
answers.“Very well, we’ll reconvene at the obstacle course tomorrow afternoon at the fourth
hour.” The obstacle course, which was used to train brotherband contestants, was generally
unoccupied at this time of year as it didn’t feature in the Maktig contest. It would be a suitably
discreet venue for the rather unusual competition the judges had decided upon. As the two
contestants turned away, he stopped them. “And don’t say anything about this to anyone.
Clear?”“Clear,” said Wulf.“As crystal,” said Ulf.chapterthreeThe executive committee of the
Navigators Guild was meeting in Oberjarl Erak’s great hall, in a small annex to the side of the
main hall itself.They were all older men than Hal, who had been admitted to the guild only two
years previously and was the youngest member. Erak, as Oberjarl and as a distinguished
navigator in his own right, was present to oversee the meeting.The six members of the
committee were seated around a rectangular pine table, three on either side, with Erak at the
head. There was an empty chair at the foot of the table for Hal. The members looked up as
Thorn swung the door open—none too gently—and ushered Hal inside. One committeeman,
Gerdt Smolensson, frowned at the sight of the shaggy-haired, one-armed warrior, who had
taken a position standing behind Hal’s chair.“You’re not a member of the guild, Thorn. What are
you doing here?”Thorn regarded the speaker for several seconds. He had expected that, if there



were to be trouble, it would come from this man. Gerdt was notoriously arrogant and somewhat
overconscious of his position on the guild committee.“I’m here to observe on Hal’s behalf and to
make sure my friend is treated fairly and with the respect due to a member of the guild,” he
said.“You have no authority here. You have no right to be here at all,” Gerdt protested in a spiteful
tone.Thorn locked gazes with him. “As a former Maktig, three times over, I claim the right,” he
said in an even tone. Then he added: “I claim it three times over if necessary.”And there he had
them. The position of Maktig carried great authority and prestige among the Skandians. A
Maktig was entitled to speak on behalf of any citizen under questioning in Skandia’s courts, and
his opinion invariably carried great weight.Gerdt, however, continued to bluster. He had forgotten
Thorn’s achievement. Most people had. In more recent years, after losing his right hand, Thorn
had become a ragged, drunken wreck—until his association with the Heron brotherband, and
Hal’s mother, Karina, caused him to change his ways.“This isn’t a court of law,” Gerdt said. “You
have no special authority here. This is a closed meeting of the Navigators Guild
committee.”“Closed?” Thorn said, raising one eyebrow. “Is there something secret and
underhand going on here? Why do you need a closed meeting?”“Thorn . . . ,” Hal began. He was
worried that his friend’s belligerent tone might work against him.But Thorn held up his left hand
to stop the protest. “No, Hal. I’d be interested to hear Gerdt’s thinking on this. What does he have
in mind that needs to be kept so secret? Why can’t a former Maktig—a three-time former Maktig
—be present to observe and advise? Unless these men are planning something
underhand?”His gaze went round the people seated at the table. They avoided it, lowering their
eyes. All except Erak, who allowed a faint smile to touch his craggy features and gave Thorn a
small nod of approval.Before Gerdt could reply, the Oberjarl spoke, in tones that invited no
argument. “A Maktig’s opinion is valued and respected by our law courts, and any legal case is a
far more serious matter than a mere committee meeting. So I see no reason why this committee
shouldn’t give Thorn the same courtesy.”“But . . . ,” Gerdt began, his face reddening. It was a
brave or foolish man who tried to continue a protest when the Oberjarl had made such a
definitive pronouncement. Erak’s massive hand slammed down on the tabletop, the impact
setting the solid table shaking and the noise echoing through the room.“Thorn stays!” Erak
roared. As Gerdt and the others actually recoiled in their chairs, he continued in a voice that was
calmer but no less adamant: “Now get on with it.”Several seconds of confused silence followed,
as the committeemen rearranged themselves in their seats and hurriedly consulted their notes.
Finally, Paavo Nilsson cleared his throat.“Perhaps I should start the proceedings?” he asked in a
more conciliatory tone. He glanced sidelong at Gerdt, who had only just noticed that Erak’s huge
battleax was leaning against the wall within easy reach.Gerdt nodded and his companion
proceeded.“Hal Mikkelson, when you became a member, you agreed to abide by the guild’s
rules and laws, is that right?”“It is.”“And one of those laws is that all members should share new
navigational information with one another?”Hal went to reply in the affirmative once more, but
Thorn dropped his wooden hook onto his forearm to stop him. In a pleasant, conversational
tone, he said, “That’s actually not a rule or a law. It’s a custom.”“It’s how we add to our knowledge



of the world and to the overall body of navigational lore,” Gerdt spat, his confidence returning as
Erak had fallen silent.Thorn looked at him as one might consider an unpleasant bug. “I repeat.
It’s not a law of the guild. It’s a custom or a convention.”“It’s an unwritten law!”Thorn leaned in
over the table, resting his weight on the polished wooden hook at the end of his right arm.“If it’s
unwritten, it’s not a law!” he replied calmly. “Otherwise I’ll invoke an unwritten law that allows me
to swat you with my hook when you behave like a boor and a bully.”“Now, now, Thorn,” Erak said
in a placating voice. “There’s no need to threaten violence.” He waited while Thorn stepped back
a pace to resume his position behind Hal. “Nonetheless, Gerdt, he is right. There’s no law that
says Hal must share his navigational discoveries with the guild.”“But it is customary,” protested
Keldt Horgasson. The other three members of the committee shrugged, or indicated that they
didn’t see Hal’s omission as a serious one.Thorn was beginning to size up the meeting now.
Gerdt and Keldt were both pompous men, full of their own importance. Their attempt to pillory
Hal came more from a desire to humiliate him than a genuine desire for navigational information.
Hal was a rising star among the Skandians, one of the leaders of the younger set of skirls and
navigators. And Hal was known to be favored by Erak. He and his ship were often chosen by the
Oberjarl for special assignments. Not just because Erak liked the Herons and admired their
young skirl, but because he recognized that Hal had a special ability as a ship’s skirl and
navigator. If there was a difficult job to be done, Erak knew he could rely on Hal and his crew to
do it.This rankled men like Gerdt, who felt threatened by Hal’s rising fame. It was some years
since Gerdt had been chosen by the Oberjarl for any special mission. He resumed his attack
now, with a sneering edge in his voice.“As Keldt says, it is customary for a navigator to share
new information. But perhaps we can’t expect a foreigner to be aware of the importance of
Skandian customs.”Hal shoved his chair back from the table and came to his feet. His face was
flushed with anger.“A foreigner?” he demanded. “You call me a foreigner.” He felt the old,
sickening rage—a sensation he had known as a boy growing up in Hallasholm—the pain and
rejection that came with being regarded as an outsider. He hadn’t encountered this attitude for
years now, but it was obviously still there, just below the surface with some people.Knowing how
it would infuriate the young man if he didn’t answer directly, Gerdt spoke to the table at large.
“He’s a foreigner. He can’t help it. His mother was an Araluen slave, after all, so I suppose we
can’t blame him for th—”He got no further. Thorn had elbowed Hal aside and leaned across the
table. He twisted his wooden hook, which fortunately was blunt ended, into Gerdt’s shirt and
hauled him bodily out of his seat.“Shut your mouth,” Thorn said in an icy voice. “Don’t you dare
speak of Karina that way. Yes, she was an Araluen slave, but she was freed by my best friend,
Mikkel Fastblade, one of our finest warriors. She has become a popular and valuable member of
our community and is completely loyal to Skandia. She’s always ready to lend a hand to anyone
in need.“And perhaps you’ve forgotten how, during the Temujai invasion, she organized the
Araluen women among the slaves to make arrows for the archers who stopped the invaders?
And how she took it upon herself to deliver supplies of arrows to the fighters, and exposed
herself to the Temujai arrows?”He suddenly untwisted his hook from Gerdt’s shirtfront and



shoved him violently back into his chair. The chair skidded half a meter on the pine boards of the
floor. Gerdt opened his mouth to reply but, seeing the fire in Thorn’s eyes, wisely shut it again.“I’ll
also tell you this. On a personal level, I respect and care for Karina. And if you persist in
slandering her like this and claim that she has no regard for our traditions or values, I will
demand satisfaction—in the most traditional way possible.”Gerdt felt all eyes at the table on him,
and his face turned scarlet with embarrassment. There was no way he would respond to Thorn’s
threat of challenging him to combat. Even with one hand, Thorn was still one of the deadliest
warriors in Hallasholm—and they all knew it.“I meant no disrespect to the lady,” he finally
managed to mumble.Thorn’s mouth curled in a sneer. “In a pig’s ear you didn’t,” he declared.One
of the other Guild members, Seb Peckson, sought to bring the conversation back to less
dangerous ground.“The fact remains,” he said tentatively, “Hal here has not shared knowledge of
his recent voyage with the guild—as we might reasonably expect him to do.”Hal decided it was
time he spoke for himself. “That’s because there is no knowledge to share,” he said. “We were
caught in a massive storm off the north coast of Hibernia and driven to the southwest for weeks
on end. When we finally sighted land, I had no way of knowing where we were. We were fighting
for our lives in the storm and I didn’t have time, or the opportunity, to take bearings or sightings.
We saw no reference points—such as islands or reefs or shallows. I literally have no idea where
we ended up.”“But you sailed back,” said Holger Brayson. “Surely you kept a record of your
course then?”Hal shrugged. “We sailed back by using the prevailing winds, which were out of
the southwest, keeping them on our starboard side and sailing on a reach. But I don’t know
where we started from, or how much leeway we made in the weeks before we reached Hibernia
again. So our return heading has little value by itself.”There was a moment of silence as the
committee digested this information. What Hal was saying made sense. But Paavo was reluctant
to let the matter drop.“Still, it’s a shame you didn’t bother to keep proper records,” he said. “You
made an important discovery—one that could benefit all of Skandia. You should have at least
tried to ascertain where you ended up.”“Why?” Hal asked. “What value would there be to
Skandia? The country had no deposits of precious metals that we saw. No gold or silver mines. It
was simple farm country.”Paavo shrugged. “Land has its own value. Others could have sailed
there and cultivated it. They could have grown crops there.”“There are already people growing
crops there,” Hal pointed out. “They might not want a bunch of Skandians wading ashore and
taking their land from them. What right do we have to do that?”In truth, Hal had not made any
effort to chart the location of the land belonging to the Mawagansett. He had foreseen that
people like Gerdt might one day choose to try to take the land. His friends among the
Mawagansett tribe had agreed with him.“What right did we ever have to go raiding in Gallica or
Iberion?” snapped Gerdt.Hal turned to face him. “Exactly. We had no right to do those things.
Which is why we don’t do them anymore.”“And that’s the pity of it!” Gerdt spat, before he could
think about what he was saying in front of the Oberjarl, who had banned raiding some years
ago.“You’re getting onto dangerous ground there, Gerdt,” Erak growled. “I suggest you drop the
subject.” He let his gaze scan the others, finishing on Paavo.“Paavo,” he said, “it seems to me



that Hal doesn’t have any knowledge that he needs to share with the guild. His voyage to . . .
whatever he calls that country . . . was a complete accident. Nor is there any real value to us in
knowing how to retrace his steps.”“Yes, but really, Oberjarl—”Erak raised his voice and cut Paavo
off. “If you disagree with my assessment of the matter, here’s what you can do. Take your
wolfship and go cruising off the north coast of Hibernia. Then wait for the mother of all storms to
come out of the northeast and blow you thousands of leagues across the Endless Ocean. With
any luck, you’ll fetch up at the place Hal discovered. Alternatively, you might be blown clear off
the edge of the world.”He paused and cast a baleful eye on Gerdt. “And if you choose to do that,
may I suggest you take Gerdt with you. And good riddance.”Gerdt elected not to reply. Erak gave
him a few moments, then rapped his knuckles on the table.“As for now, this matter is closed. The
meeting is adjourned.”chapterfourWe’ll need to tread carefully for the next few weeks,” Thorn
said as they strolled through the streets of Hallasholm toward Karina’s popular eating hall, set on
the outskirts of the town. The weather was still warm, even though autumn was nearly upon
them, and young children played in the half-light in the streets and fields surrounding them. Their
high-pitched shrieks of laughter brought a smile to Hal’s face and, once, he had to catch and
steady a young boy who came careering round the corner of a house, three of his companions in
hot pursuit.“Watch out there, Gordy,” Hal said in a friendly tone.“Sorry, Hal,” the boy said
breathlessly, looking up at him, eyes wide with hero worship. Hal was something of an idol to the
young people of Hallasholm—which only served to increase Gerdt’s animosity toward him.
Gordy’s comrades rounded the corner, shrieking, then fell silent as they saw the skirl and his
legendary friend. There had been a time when little boys would tease Thorn as he shambled
around the town in a drunken haze. That time was now long past. His exploits over the past
several years, as battle master for the Heron, had made him a respected and admired figure—a
real homegrown hero. Most of the boys hoped to emulate his example as they grew older.Thorn
was aware of this, and the knowledge warmed his heart. But it wouldn’t do to show that to these
boys. He scowled at them and brandished his hook.“Cut out that infernal racket!” he yelled. “And
stop racing about like mad things!”“Yes, Thorn,” the boys all chorused. They backed away a pace
or two. They were reasonably sure that his anger was a pretense, but not sure enough to ignore
it. As Hal and Thorn continued on their way, the boys waited till they had gone a dozen paces,
then began to giggle and whisper among themselves.Hal raised an eyebrow at his friend. “Boys!”
he said. “Do they ever change?”Thorn regarded him seriously. “Spoken with all the authority of a
cranky old man. How old are you again? Sixty? Seventy? I suppose you can’t remember when
you were just like them?”“Matter of fact, I can’t,” Hal agreed.Thorn snorted derisively. “Well, I can.
And it wasn’t all that long ago.”Hal grinned at him. “Getting back to what we were talking about,
what do you think Gerdt is likely to do?”Thorn ran the fingers of his left hand through his tangled,
untidy thatch of hair. That was as close as he usually came to combing it.“Probably nothing, so
long as we keep our noses clean,” he said. “But he’s not a man who likes to be contradicted. He’ll
be looking for any excuse to come down on us or—more particularly—on you. We just have to
make sure we don’t give him one.”Hal pursed his lips. Then his attention was taken by two



familiar figures on the far side of the market square.“There are Ulf and Wulf,” he said, quickening
his pace. “Let’s see how they made out in their mock combat.”Thorn grinned. “I’m betting it was a
draw.”Hal let out a piercing whistle, and the twins stopped and turned, looking for the source of
the sound. They saw their two shipmates hurrying across the market square toward them and
waved a greeting.“How did the match go?” Thorn asked as they came within easy speaking
distance.“It was a draw,” Ulf told them, then added, “although I was winning when they stopped
the match.”“How could you be winning if it was a draw?” his brother asked scornfully.Ulf
assumed a haughty expression. “I couldn’t expect you to understand the nuances of combat,” he
said. “But I was definitely winning.”Hal thought it might be best to head off this line of discussion.
Ulf and Wulf, once engaged, could argue the most facetious nonsense for hours.“So have they
scheduled another match?” he asked.Wulf shook his head. “They’ve come up with another way
of deciding the winner.” He paused for dramatic effect and then added: “Berg-blad-trasa.”Both
Hal and Thorn burst out laughing, which somehow spoiled Wulf’s intended dramatic effect.“Berg-
blad-trasa!” Thorn said. “They’re going to decide a Maktig event using a children’s game?”Ulf
drew himself up and said, with great dignity, “Berg-blad-trasa is an ancient ritual among our
people.”“It’s part of our culture,” Wulf added, with equal dignity.“It’s a children’s game,” Thorn
repeated. “Do the judges seriously expect you to play berg-blad-trasa in order to determine a
winning qualifier?”“Yes, they do. And I think it’s a great idea,” said Wulf. “After all, I’ve never lost at
berg-blad-trasa.”“Neither have I,” Ulf added hurriedly.Thorn and Hal exchanged an incredulous
glance.“Well, I have to say, I can’t wait to see it,” said Hal, a grin spreading across his face.
“When and where is this momentous event taking place?”“Tomorrow afternoon at the obstacle
course,” Ulf said. Then, looking a little guilty, he added, “But we weren’t supposed to tell
anyone.”“I can understand why,” Hal said, his grin becoming even wider.“You’re not planning on
coming to watch, are you?” Wulf asked anxiously. Again, Thorn and Hal exchanged an amused
look.“Wouldn’t miss it for the world,” Thorn said.“It’s just . . . we weren’t supposed to tell anyone,”
Wulf said as both twins remembered the senior judge’s injunction for secrecy a few minutes too
late.Hal looked suitably concerned. “Oh, I see,” he said. “Well, in that case . . . bad luck!”He lost
the concerned look and the grin reappeared. Ulf and Wulf looked downcast.“We might get into
trouble,” said Ulf.Thorn leaned forward and said in a conspiratorial tone, “Don’t worry. If the
judges turn nasty, we’ll threaten to let the whole town know that they planned to choose a Maktig
qualifier with a game of berg-blad-trasa. That should calm them down.”Which the twins had to
admit was true. The judges would be a laughingstock if word about this particular contest got
out.“All right,” said Wulf. “Just don’t tell anyone else.” He had a sudden, horrified vision of the
entire Heron brotherband turning up to watch. He glanced at his brother and saw from the
expression on his face that he was thinking the same thing.“Not a soul,” Hal lied cheerfully. “Not
a soul.”• • • • •The following day was gloomy and overcast, which fitted Wulf and Ulf’s mood
as they waited by the high beam at the obstacle course. The beam was a solid log set three
meters above ground level, spanning a deep pit filled with oozing, sticky mud. At least during the
brotherband season, it was filled that way. As the course had not been in use for some months



now, the pit of mud had dried out. It was caked and cracked.Ulf looked into it, remembering the
days of their brotherband assessments. He had fallen from this beam several times, as had his
brother.“Glad we’re not doing that today,” he said.Wulf considered the idea. “Might be preferable,”
he said. He glanced around as he heard footsteps approaching. The course was set at the top of
a hill overlooking the town. Now three figures were appearing over the crest and he recognized
the judges—Per, Luda and Woten.He sighed with relief. “No sign of Hal and Thorn.”“Maybe
they’re not coming,” Ulf said hopefully.“Maybe,” Wulf repeated, but with a lot less hope.The
judges hurried across the grass toward them. Ulf noticed they were looking round furtively,
making sure there was nobody present to observe the proceedings. He realized that Thorn had
been right. If any word of this somewhat unusual method of selection got out, the judges would
be subjected to merciless ridicule.As they came closer, Per, the senior judge, looked around one
last time to make sure they were alone, and then rubbed his hands briskly together.“Good.
You’re on time. Now, let’s get this over and done with, shall we? Everyone ready?”Obviously, Per
wanted this done as quickly as possible. But Luda demurred.“Shouldn’t we run through the rules
first?”“Rules?” Per said with some asperity. “What rules? Everyone knows the rules for berg-blad-
trasa! You berg, or you blad, or you trasa. That’s it.”“But how many rounds? Who keeps score?
Do they face away from each other to start and turn when they’ve chosen their call? Do I score
for Wulf or Ulf? And how will I know which is which? I notice they’ve left their colored scarves
behind.”“There’s no scoring,” Per said angrily. “First to win a round wins the contest. That’s it. As
for how they stand, they face each other with their hands behind their backs, I count to three,
and they show their hands. Luda, you call out the choice for . . .” He was about to nominate one
of the twins when he realized that he didn’t know which was which. He grabbed Ulf by the
shoulder and dragged him to one side, facing his brother. “This one,” he continued.
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David Y, “Worthy successor to series, however thought it was not nearly as good as the previous
chapters.. I've read the entire series and have enjoyed the first 5 books so much that I must have
read them a dozen times each. Maybe it's my expectations or anticipation made this one a bit of
a disappointment. Now, this is not to say that I didn't like the book but I just felt the style was
slightly different than what I had gotten accustomed to. It felt like this story was told in a bit of a
rush and I felt the there wasn't as much character insight as before. Without going into spoilers, I
still say this is a great series and a fitting chapter in the saga, but I personally thought that this
was a touch behind the first books.Now, let me read it again and see what I think! :)Read it a
second time and wanted to comment that the short story after the book about Maddie is exactly
what I felt was missing. The pace was a bit slower so there was a bit more insight to the
character's inner thought.I still absolutely enjoyed the book, the 4/5 is just to show that out of all
of them, I felt this one was paced a bit differently.”

JCB, “Fascinating and Spellbinding. Mr. Flanagan has again woven a tale of compelling intrigue
and sentiment. The Brotherband is drawn into a rescue operation at the behest of Stig's long
lost missing Father and the pirate and adventures Hal and the others encounter will keep you
rocking from chapter to chapter like the rolling of the Heron on the sea. Don't miss the short
story at the end of the book, it is pretty good, too.”

Cybrarian, “Love The Heron Crew’s latest adventure!. I thoroughly enjoy the journeys John
Flanagan takes his readers on as virtual crew members of the Heron. I read them to be able ro
book talk them with my students and because I love Mr Flanagan’s writing style and imagination.
I look forward to each book, and his narrator, (I buy his titles as audio books is the best of the
best! The only negative is I wish J F could write faster!”

Glen Hanneman, “Hal Travel's the World. This book covers more of the world, but disguises it as
usual. We travel Byzantium and get to meet a young Constantine. We also get to know Stig's
dad. This series continues to amaze how the settings and characters are from history, but
tweaked just enough you realize it is fiction. I look forward to the next in the series!”

Christopher L. Lee, “Satisfying. Like all of Flannagans works, it was a satisfying read. Action,
courage, personal growth, and the kind of humor you’d expect to be accompanied by a clarinet
or bassoon.”

Nick E B, “Five Stars. Very good book, I wish they would do a story with Halt, Will, Horace and
Hal and Stig.”

Karen Yingling, “but would like to hire the crew of the Heron to retrieve .... Stig's errant father,



Olaf, has returned to Hallashom ten years after abandoning his family to live in shame. He isn't
repentant, but would like to hire the crew of the Heron to retrieve the emperor of Byzantos who
was kidnapped by the pirate Myrgos while under Olaf's care. Since Constantus is just ten, and
they are always up for adventure, Hal and Thorn agree. Olaf is a liability, so they sneak out of
town on an unspecified mission and plan on stocking up more along the way. The crew, after all,
needs its coffee! Along the way, the run across Maddoc and sail with his ships for a while, since
pirates are always around, deal with toll takers, and eventually come across Myrgos. Constantus
is being held on an island similar to Thira (Santorini) that is wild and treacherous, but the group
mount a rescue, and find Constantus. Myrgos is dealt with brutally but fairly, and the group is
able to return the emperor to his somewhat surprised mother, the regent Justinia. Stig is able to
both make peace with the man his father is and exact some appropriate revenge. A short story
about Maddie, Will's apprentice, is included at the end.Strengths: This is perfect, from the
wrestling competitions at the beginning, through the "potatoes and sweet potatoes, baked
onions, green beans cooked with small chunks of bacon, and crusty loaves of fresh bread (page
123)", Kloof's near capture by Myrgos, storms and pirate fights, and Stig's sad and touching
realization that his father will never be the man he wants him to be. Even Constantus amused
me, with his demanding arrogance, and I wonder if they Heron crew will have to deal with his in
the future.Weaknesses: There's no concrete mention of a third Ranger's Apprentice: The Early
Years yet.What I really think: I always enjoy the time I spend reading these books. Do yourself a
favor and pick up The Ruins of Gorlan if you have never read it.”

Zulu Warrior, “The Seventh Book in the Series. Hal and his crew of 16yrs olds along with an old
warrior Thorn and a young girl Lydia, not forgetting Kloof the dog had been in many dangerous
missions, they were now home and the Heron was beached for repairs, Stig's father turns up, he
abandoned Stig and his mother many years ago, he comes to ask for their help, the empress in
Byzantos had her son Constantus 14yrs kidnapped, Stig's father Olaf was blamed and had to
get him back, he had been taken by Myrgos, a pirateAs they start looking they agree to join a
convoy going in their direction, they expected river pirates, they were arrested along with Olaf in
Byzantos but break free, they heard Myrgos had a base on Caldera a volcanic island, the
adventure continues as they avoid a sea battle with Mygos but knowing he was at sea they
headed for his base to rescue the boy, this would be more difficult than they thoughtExcellent
series of books”

Dennis Poole, “I love this type of adventure. A good read i look forward to the next one”

s e patrick, “Good read. A fantastic read continuing the adventures of the brother band cannot
wait to see what happens next”

James Snowball, “Brilliant book!. We love this series of books, both I and the 13year old have



read them all. We like the action and the references to the real world.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “yet another fantastic book from john flanagan. like nearly all books written
within the rangers apprentice/brotherband universe, this book doesnt disappoint. If you've read
previous brotherband books this is a great story to continue the series, which is an
understatement considering the quality of flanagans writing. if you havent read the previous
books in the series i suggest you go and read from the beginning of the series.”

The book by John Flanagan has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 854 people have provided feedback.
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